
2022 YMCA Corporate Cup 
Golf Tournament Score Card 

Please record the score and the team member whose drive was used for each hole. 
If both are not filled out, the team will be disqualified from the competition. 

 
Company __________________________________________________ 

 

Hole  Score Name (Drive used)  Hole  Score Name (Drive used) 

1    10   

2    11   

3    12   

4    13   

5    14   

6    15   

7    16   

8    17   

9    18   

Sub-
Total 

   Sub-
Total 
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MEN PLAY FROM WHITE TEES AND WOMEN PLAY FROM THE RED. 
 
Scramble Format 
On every hole, each member of the team may hit a tee shot.  The team then selects one of the tee 
shots from which to play.  All members of the team may then hit from that position.  This procedure is 
repeated until the ball is holed. 
 
Two Tee Shots 
Each team member’s tee shot must be used at least two (2) times per eighteen (18) hole round. 
 
Selected Shot 
Each team member may place his/her ball within one club-length of the selected shot, but no nearer 
to the hole.  If the shot selected is played from a hazard, bunker, primary rough, secondary rough, 
fairway, or fringe of the green, the ball must be played from within one club length of the shot 
selected, but no nearer the hole, and must remain in the hazard, bunker, primary rough, secondary 
rough, fairway, or fringe of the green. 
 
Scoring 
Scoring for the round is on the honor system for each team and all play should follow USGA rules.  If 
there is ever a question as to how a shot should be played, the team should play the shot both ways 
and record both scores until further clarification can be given. 
 
PLEASE RETURN SCORE CARDS TO THE DESERT HAWK PRO SHOP FOLLOWING PLAY. 
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